Committee on Transportation, Highways and Public Works

Will meet at: 10:00 A.M.  
Date: May 4, 2004  
Location: Committee Room 3

Remarks:

HB 789  FUTRELL  
FEES/LICENSES/PERMITS: Provides relative to special container permits issued by the Department of Transportation and Development

HB 991  FUTRELL  
MTR VEHICLE/COMMERCIAL: Provides relative to violations included on a commercial motor vehicle driver's operating record

HB 1078  MURRAY  
MUNICIPALITIES: Authorizes municipalities with a population of more than fifty thousand to use photographic equipment for enforcement of certain traffic violations

HB 1093  DOWNS  
FUNDS/FUNDING: Establishes the State Highway Improvement Fund to assure a source of funding for repairs and maintance of roads in the state highway system which are not eligible for federal assistance

HB 1146  HUDSON  
PORTS/KROTZ SPRINGS: Provides relative to certain appointments to the Greater Krotz Springs Port Commission board of commissioners

HB 1156  FUTRELL  
DWI: Creates the impaired driver tracking system

HB 1199  FARRAR  
WATERWAYS/RIVERS: Increases the membership of the board for the Red River Waterway Commission

HB 1231  FUTRELL  
MTR VEHICLE/INSPECTION: Repeals the fee and requirements of obtaining vehicle safety inspection certificates on motor vehicles, trailers, semitrailers, and pole trailers registered in this state

HB 1260  CAZAYOUX  
MOTOR VEHICLES: Authorizes the operation of certain motor scooters on sidewalks

HB 1469  MARTINY  
MOTOR VEHICLES: Provides with respect to the fees for prelicensing training courses

HB 1475  WALSWORTH  
PRIVILEGES/LIENS: Provides technical correction in definition of "claimant" under the Public Works Act

________________________________________
ROY QUEZAIRE, JR.  
Chairman